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The object of my invention is to provide in a 
sheet feed rotary multi-color printing press, a 
novel arrangement of the form cylinders around 
their impression cylinder and a novel arrange 
ment of the sheet feeder and sheet delivery 
whereby ample space will be provided for “make 
ready' on the impression cylinder. 
My invention is shown in connection with a 

sheet feed rotary five color printing press in 
which the sheet feeder and the sheet delivery 
are located upon opposite sides of the impression 
cylinder in position to respectively feed the 
sheets to and deliver them from the impression 
cylinder at the under side thereof; and in which 
the five form cylinders are arranged around the 
impression cylinder, three form cylinders on the 
feeder side of the impression cylinder (two above 
and one below the center thereof) and two form 
cylinders on the delivery side of the impression 
cylinder, (both above its center) thereby leav 
ing a considerable space between the delivery and 
the last form cylinder, for permitting ready ac 
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cess to the impression surface for “make-ready'. 
The accompanying drawing illustrates in dia 

grammatic side elevation a sheet feed rotary five 
color printing press embodying my invention. 
The five form cylinders are denoted by 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5, and their respective inking mechanisms 
by 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
The impression cylinder 11 is shown as twice 

the diameter of the form cylinders, which im 
pression cylinder is provided With two diametri 
cally opposed sets of sheet grippers 12, 13. 
The sheet feeder which is located at One side 

of the impression cylinder includes a sheet feed 
ing cylinder 14 of the same diameter as the in 
pression cylinder 11, which sheet feeding cyl 
inder is provided with two diametrically opposed 
sets of sheet grippers 15, 16, arranged to take the 
sheets at the under side of the feeding cylinder 
and feed the sheets to their respective impression 
cylinder sheet gripperS. 12, 13, at the under side 
of the impression cylinder. 
The sheet delivery which is located on the op 

posite side of the impression cylinder from the 
sheet feeder includes a horizontally disposed end 
less chain carrier 17 provided with sets of grip 
pers 18 spaced the proper distances apart to suc 
cessively take the printed sheets from the im 
pression cylinder grippers 12, 13, when they are 
at the under side of the impression cylinder. 

It will be noted that the sheets are fed to and 
delivered from the impression cylinder as near 
the bottom of the cylinder as possible. 
The grouping of the form cylinders is as foll 

lows: 
Three form cylinders are located on the feeder 

side of the impression cylinder, two above and one 
below its center, and the remaining two form cyl 
inders are located on the delivery side of the 
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impression cylinder, both above its center. This 
arrangement locates the last form cylinder 5 
Sufficiently above the sheet delivery to provide 
ample Space between the sheet delivery and the 
last form cylinder for “make-ready' on the im 
preSSion cylinder. 
From the above description it will be seen that 

not only is there ample space provided for the 
ready access to a considerable portion of the im 
preSSion cylinder surface but also the sheet de 
livery is So located as to bring the printed sheets 
into full view of the operator as they are deliv 
ered from the impression cylinder. It will also 
be seen that by providing a sheet feeding cylinder 
Of considerable size the feeding of the sheets 
from their table can be readily accomplished 
without conflicting with the form cylinders and 
their inking mechanisms. 

It is evident that various changes may be re 
sorted to in the construction, form and arrange 
ment of the several parts Without departing from 
the spirit and scope of my invention, and hence 
I do not intend to be limited to the particular 
embodiment herein shown and described, but 
What I claim is: 
1. In a sheet feed rotary five color printing 

press, an impression cylinder, a sheet feeder and 
a sheet, delivery located on Opposite sides of the 
impression cylinder and arranged to feed the 
sheets to and take them from the under side of 
the cylinder, and five form cylinders grouped 
around the impression cylinder, three form cyl 
inders on the feeder side and two form cylinders 
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on the delivery: side of the impression cylinder 
to leave ample space for "make-ready' on the im 
pression cylinder between the sheet delivery and 
last form cylinder. 

2. In a sheet feed rotary five color printing 
press, an impression cylinder, a sheet feeder and 
a sheet delivery located on opposite sides of the 
impression cylinder and arranged to feed the 
sheets to and take them from the under side of 
the cylinder, and five form cylinders grouped 
around the impression cylinder, three form cyl 
inders on the feeder side, two above and one be 
low the center, and two form cylinders on the 
delivery side of the impression cylinder, both 
above its center, to leave ample Space for “make 
ready' on the impression cylinder between the 
sheet delivery and last form cylinder. 

3. In a sheet feed rotary multi-color printing 
press, an impression cylinder, a sheet feeder lo 
cated on One side of the impression cylinder and 
including a sheet feeding cylinder arranged to 
feed the sheets to the under side of the impres 
sion cylinder, a sheet delivery located on the op 
posite side of the impression cylinder and ar 
ranged to take the sheets from the under side 
of the impression cylinder, and five form cylin 
ders grouped around the impression cylinder to 
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leave ample space for “make-ready' on the im 
pression cylinder between the sheet delivery and 
last form cylinder, the impression and sheet feed 
ing cylinders being twice the diameter of the form 
cylinders and each having two diametrically op 
posed sets of grippers. v 

4. In a sheet feed rotary multi color printing 
press, an impression cylinder, a sheet feeder lo 
cated on One side of the impression cylinder and including a sheet feeding cylinder arranged to 
take the sheets at its under side and feed the 
sheets at its upper side to the under side of the 
impression cylinder, a sheet delivery located on 
the opposite side of the impression cylinder and 
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arranged to take the sheets from the under side 
of the impression cylinder, and five form cylin 
ders grouped around the impression cylinder, 
three form cylinders on the feeder side and two 
form cylinders on the delivery side of the im pression cylinder, to leave ample space for 
make-ready' on the impression cylinder between 

the sheet delivery and last form cylinder, the 
impression and sheet feeding cylinders being 
twice the diameters of the form cylinders and each having two diametrically opposed sets of 
gripperS. - 

HOWARD VI. BARBER. 
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